
Adult mona guenon Sasha (twn pounds) grooming adult white-faced capuchin
Heidi (six pounds). Both can open doors, drawers, refrigerators, cabinets or all
types and Sasha likes to take apart telephones and TV remote boxes.



Juvenile patas monkey Bhuti, female, showing interest in Jumpy the gineau
pig (9 pounds).



Adult (full grown) spot-nosed guenon (GWEN-un) monkey Danny relaxing in
the yard.(12 pounds)



Juvenile patas monkey Bhuti (pronounced boo-TEE) (at about two years old),
playing with elastic bandage wrap. (15 pounds when full grown, 2.5 years in
photo)



Squirrel monkey Pip, (male, over twenty years old, full adult, two pounds)
looking for more milk.



Juvenile patas monkey Bhuti (at about two years old), playing with Orangie
the kitten on the bed.



Adult mona guenon monkey Sasha (about ten years old, eight pounds), play-
ing a goofy game we call “cup-head”, just mainly trying to get human attention.



Mona guenon monkey Sasha (about ten years old), outside in the enclosed
front courtyard, helping mama kitty take care of her babies.



Squirrel monkey Pip, (male, over twenty years old). Spilt milk--he likes to spill
it then lick it off the kitchen counter.



Mona guenon monkey Sasha (about ten years old), drinking unsweetened
pomegranite juice. Sasha loves human company and cats almost more than
other monkeys.



Squirrel monkey Pip, (all time favorite monkey) (male, over twenty years old)
eating pulling his bananas apart. Loves to eat dark purple petunia flowers,
forages for spiders, goes crazy over a grasshopper or tomato horn worm.



Squirrel monkey Abby, eating avocado (about nineteen years old, one pound).
Loves to forage in fuchsia flowers, impatiens, snail vine, honeysuckle and
petunias. Squirrel monkeys are small and have the voice of a small bird --also
cannot open or break most of the things larger monkeys can.



Black spider monkey Samantha (approximately 40 yrs old, 16 pounds) open-
ing bottle containing drinking water. Sam stands as tall as a three year old
child, can wear babies up to two year old clothing right off the store rack.
Sometimes wears sweaters to keep warm in winter time. Runs, plays, climbs,
swimgs, sommersaults outside in the yard. Also does “tricks” to commands
like, “climb the tree, hang by your tail and shake hands”, swings across money
bars on command, plays dead and sommersaults. Whinnies like a horse, a
natural spider monkey vocalization and hugs people. An extremely strong
monkey, Sam once pulled a full sized picnic table across the back yard with
her prehensile. tail.



Spot-nosed guenon Danny, playing with dog feeding ball (treats come out of a
hole in the ball, Danny’s favorite kind of toy, but he also like loud dog squeak
toys). Guenons and patas monkeys do side ways karate kicks on trees (out-
side) and furniture (inside).



Adult mona guenon Sasha (ten pounds) grooming adult white-faced capuchin
Heidi (six pounds) in the house. Heidi is older so dominates Sasha even
though she weighs half as much.



Adult white-faced capuchin Heidi (six pounds), about 23 years old, relaxing
with favorite cat Gretchen. Heidi hugs them, grooms them and makes games
for them.



Juvenile patas monkey Bhuti (at about two years old), playing with Gretchen in
the house.



Adult white-faced capuchin Heidi resting in the house. Heidi likes mechanical
toys like busy boxes and will cover herself in a blanket for warmth. Heidi likes
to be in charge.



Squirrel monkey Pip, (male, over twenty years old) on his outdoor swing. A
gentle monkey, likes everyone, humans and monkeys.



Juvenile patas monkey Bhuti (at about three years old), playing in the en-
closed front courtyard.



The fountain in the enclosed front courtyard has a very low voltage which no
one can get hurt on. Monkeys will walk on stepping stones in pathways, climb
up trellises and on branches and sit inside hanging flower pots to eat flowers
or nectar from them.



Adult white-faced capuchin Heidi (six pounds) in the house with Gretchen.
Monkeys need to eat a careful preferably organically grown diet with no re-
fined foods.



Adult mona guenon Sasha, front, squirrel monkey Abby, to left and patas mon-
key Bhuti in back, playing in their enclosed side yard.



Juvenile patas monkey Bhuti, left, playing in a back yard enclosure. In the US
most people with monkeys need United Stated Department of Agriculture
permits and a USDA representative checks the housing to ensure that it’s
suitable in size. This enclosure (about 35 feet by 35 feet is connected by tun-
nel to a 15 by 22 foot enclosure) is much larger than required but monkeys
benefit from exercising in spaces as large as can be provided. Monkeys espe-
cially benefit from living in planted enclosures which stimulates them to exer-
cise while foraging for leaved, flowers, nectar and insects.



Adult white-faced capuchin Heidi (six pounds), about 23 years old, sitting with
favorite cat Gretchen.



Adult mona guenon monkey Sasha (about ten years old, eight pounds), loves
to be scratched and groomed by humans like “Mr Monkey Matters” Randy
Dorian (sorry the head is cut off). Sasha also loves to help foster kittens for
mother cats.



Patas monkey Bhuti (at about two years old), exploring the lath enclosed front
courtyard. Most monkeys particularly benefit from filtered light gardens which
give them some sun but not too much.



Juvenile patas monkey Bhuti (at three years old), eating lemon cucumber.
Bhuti stands up on her back legs like a person when someone opens the
refrigerator door, then tries to reach in for...an apple or other food.



Juvenile patas monkey Bhuti, inside 35 feet by 35 foot enclosure. Several of
the monkeys go out in the car, sometimes to schools or nursing homes, so
wear a belt at the waist for their leash to attach to. They have a leash law just
as dogs do.



Pip learned to cover himself with a blanket when cold as do most of the other
monkeys. He sleeps in the bed at night snuggled on my neck.



Juvenile patas monkey Bhuti (at three years old the mustache turns from
black to white ), eating tomato. The larger monkeys have their long, sharp
canine teeth, (used for self defense in the wild) which can cause serious in-
jury, reduced to the size of their other teeth, or removed. This improves their
attitude and behavior toward each other and toward people and does not
impede their eating or foraging. Bhuti also sleeps in the bed..



Danny hanging out with two dog friends who come to visit, Bijon and Freshe.



Patas monkey Bhuti (at three years old), likes to pop balloons.



Patas monkey Bhuti (at twoyears old), with her favorite talking “hello kitty toy”.
We are desperately seeking more of these toys, since she loves them so
much and the ones she has are wearing out. She will bring myself or Randy
the toy and put it in our hands, wanting us to press the button to turn on the
talking, singing part of the kitty. She does this even though she knows how to
do it herself.



Looks can be deceiving. Bhuti is a very fast, rough monkey who runs and
kicks furniture. Adult patas monkey Bhuti (at three years old), likes to leaf
through books, (she puts her Hello Kitty toy down to keep herself company)
and magazines and look at the pictures but will also tear them up. Patas mon-
keys are adult at three even though they are not done growing.


